Energy Contribution of OFMSW (Organic Fraction of Municipal Solid Waste) to Energy-Environmental Sustainability in Urban Areas at Small Scale
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Abstract: Urban waste management is one of the most challenging issues in energy planning of medium and large cities. In addition to the traditional landfill method, many studies are investigating energy harvesting from waste, not as a panacea but as a foreseeable solution. Thermo-chemical conversion to biogas, or even bio-methane under certain conditions, could be an option to address this challenge. This study focuses on municipal solid waste conversion to biogas as a local energy supply for the cities. Three urban models and their subdivision into urban areas were identified along with a typical Organic Fraction of Municipal Solid Waste (OFMSW) matrix for each urban area. Then, an energy analysis was carried out to provide an optimization map for an informed choice by urban policy-makers and stakeholders. The results highlighted how the urban context and its use could affect the opportunity to produce energy from waste or to convert it in fuel. So, in this case, sustainability means waste turning from a problem to a renewable resource.
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1. Introduction

Urban waste management is one of the most challenging issues for cities moving towards sustainable urban environment. Since landfills are already considered an obsolete answer to this issue from both technical and legal points of view [1], energy harvesting from waste represents an attractive solution [2]. As a matter of fact, in other contexts landfills are still the suitable solution to face waste disposal and management. A first historical attempt in energy conversion of waste belongs to the post-industrial era when synthetic gas was produced by gasification processes to feed urban lighting infrastructures. Indeed, the so-called city-gas was stored in gazometers which can be found in most of the big cities around Europe and recognized as industrial heritage. Nowadays, minimization of waste production is essential for a more sustainable development of society, but energy harvesting from its flow is the most feasible option to handle the society transition [3] along with the implementation of promising renewable technologies [4,5]. Based on technical and legal regulations waste is classified for treatment or harnessing for energy purposes according to its physical and chemical composition. Recyclable matter such as glass, plastic and paper, if properly preserved, are excluded by specific processes within the separate collection approach. Waste is composed of an Organic Fraction (OF) which is the main
responsible of the waste smell and humidity along with sanitary issues. Humidity is considered a key factor since it strongly affects the energy conversion to biogas. Nevertheless, OF has a high energy conversion potential since it is source of several hydrocarbons (HC) when treated by a process such as anaerobic digestion. The HC of highest energy content is methane (CH₄). Indeed, methanation is a common word used to name all of the aforementioned treatments. Furthermore, temperature plays a key role in energy conversion process in terms of output matrix, emissions and, last but not least, process energy demands. All those technical considerations should be driven by urban management language and practices to be easily applied and integrated by policy-makers and city stakeholders [6]. New concepts such as territorial energy vocation [7] are applicable to approach the sustainability of harnessing OF.

Local resources result beneficial in terms of energy sovereignty and economic cost required by new infrastructures, so distribution and transmission losses along with their impact on the environment could be avoided when consumption and production are matched [8]. Moreover, new players such as pro-sumers, excluded from the old centralized generation model, have been introduced by distributed RES deployment calling for a bi-univocal Grid. In this field, EU resolution [9] promoted this new actor, i.e., the PROducer-conSUMER, in the energy context, firstly, as off-grid solution to improve energy-access for those areas considered not economically profitable by big energy utilities to build energy networks, and secondly, to allows a free choice to citizens about their own energy supply [10]. Consequently, the link between the availability of local resources and sustainability considerations move towards the so-called Zero Kilometer Energy model [11].

Starting from those considerations, the authors investigated on energy contribution of Organic Fraction of Municipal Solid Waste (OFMSW) to urban sustainability so as to harness resources already available locally. Knowing that waste is not only an energy-related issue for municipal services, the authors intended them as a resource for growing energy community for an informed choice. Different urban morphology models were analyzed along with the composition of OFMSW matrix related to each zones within them. The biogas potential was associated to each area in terms of its use and the associated collection method, which are considered crucial elements by the authors.

2. Key Issues

Energy harvesting from waste is widely meant as valorization of exhausted materials so as to imply assessment on energy efficiency values mainly related to the end-use production devices such as boilers or CHP. The authors address the efficiency calculation moving towards a more comprehensive concept accounting for the initial energy content of OFMSW and its final use. Nevertheless recycling could be the foreseeable solution, and the anaerobic digestion fared well environmentally [12,13]. In Figure 1, the distribution of MW sources for anaerobic digestion is shown. Specifically, a very high growth potential is envisaged for the anaerobic digestion of OFMSW. Today a world average amount of 50% of MSW is landfilled, and with a content of 30% of OF composting, the current biotechnology for OFMSW recycling, is still problematic [14].

Figure 1. Distribution of waste sources for anaerobic digestion [15].
A preliminary review of literature indicated that about 20%–30% of the energy produced by anaerobically digesting waste is consumed by the process itself for big power plants and higher percentage values are forecasted for the small-scale ones [16].

Missing information was found for this latter scale in terms of studies. Indeed, laboratory plant sizes comparable to the waste production of a range from one to ten dwellings are available in literature [17].

The authors’ intention is to investigate the preliminary energy gains achievable from small scale biogas treatment and use plants to increase sustainability level of existing urban energy systems where to integrate local energy from a not harnessed resource, i.e., waste.

In order to carry out an energy analysis, theoretical production and substrate composition should be delved deeper. The theoretical yield of biogas production can be calculated by the so-called Buswell equation taking into account the chemical composition of feed-stocks [18,19], as shown in Equation (1):

$$B_{g,th} = \left(\frac{\frac{2a}{3} + \frac{b}{8} - \frac{c}{4}}{12a + b + 16c}\right) \frac{22.4}{\text{Nm}^3/\text{kgVS}} \text{CH}_4$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

To do so, the general chemical equation of the reaction is reported below as Equation (2):

$$C_{da}H_{bb}O_{cc}N_{dd}S_{ee} + \frac{1}{4} \left(4a - b - 2c + 3d + 2e\right)\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \left(\frac{1}{2}(4a - b + 2c + 3d + 2e)\text{CO}_2 + \frac{1}{8}(4a + b - 2c - 3d - 2e)\text{CH}_4 + d\text{NH}_3 + e\text{H}_2\text{S}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Starting from that, the ratio between CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ is affected by the oxidation state of the carbon fraction in the material. To sum up, a higher reduction grade of the carbon content corresponds to a higher methane production, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Biogas composition calculated by the oxidation state method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate from Waste</th>
<th>Oxidation State</th>
<th>% Methane</th>
<th>% Carbon Dioxide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>−0.049</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yard</td>
<td>−0.089</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>−0.138</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>47.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>−0.548</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, in those materials, the proportion of carbohydrates, proteins and lipids affects the biogas yield. The lipid contribution entails higher volumes of biogas per feed-stock unit of mass than both carbohydrate and protein ones. The microorganisms used in anaerobic digestion process are sensitive to the substrate chemical composition and, specifically, to its carbon to nitrogen (C/N) ratio [20]. Typical C/N ratio values are reported in Table 2.

Table 2. C/N ratio of familiar biodegradable materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Waste</th>
<th>C/N Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen waste</td>
<td>25–29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits and vegetable waste</td>
<td>7–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food waste</td>
<td>3–17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notwithstanding, the actual biogas production from anaerobic digestion is considerably lower than the theoretical maximum value. Data related to pure substrate is present in a previous publication [21] but, it is expressed per mol, as reported in Table 3.
Table 3. Volumetric and mass fractions of biogas from the mesophilic anaerobic digestion of OFMSW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate from Waste</th>
<th>% vol. CH$_4$ (m$^3$/kmol)</th>
<th>% vol. CO$_2$ (m$^3$/kmol)</th>
<th>% Mass CH$_4$ (kg/kmol)</th>
<th>% Mass CO$_2$ (kg/kmol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>34.78</td>
<td>59.22</td>
<td>22.02</td>
<td>103.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yard</td>
<td>30.45</td>
<td>56.55</td>
<td>19.28</td>
<td>98.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>34.79</td>
<td>64.61</td>
<td>22.02</td>
<td>112.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>29.25</td>
<td>65.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a matter of fact, only mixed waste substrates have been tested in accordance with the actual compositions of collected waste. Moreover, co-digestion with other kind of substrates is demonstrated to be more efficient and, consequently, more studied as gathered from the literature in [22] but, this further mixing process requires a deep chemical compatibility analysis to obtain any important enhancement in biogas yield.

3. Materials and Methodology

As explained in the previous section, several factors affect the feasibility of energy harvesting from waste. To assess it properly, the authors have built a methodological approach by a parametric analysis along with the support of data from literature and from surveys to the stakeholders such as biogas plant manufacturers, environmental specialists and lawyers. The key elements chosen for the analysis are the following ones:

- Mass flow rate of the substrate, expressed as $m$ (t/y);
- Biogas production of the substrate as function of its chemical composition and its collection typology, expressed as $q$ (Nm$^3$/t);
- Auxiliaries consumption in terms of electricity and heating demand, expressed in $s$ (kWh/t).

Referring to the power plant size, the identified correlation with specific urban environments entailed the choice of small scale. In order to handle the scale effects on the energy effectiveness of those energy scenarios, a sensitivity analysis was carried out accounting for the aforementioned parameters. In details, the span of sizes, in terms of input substrate mass flow rate, ranges from 3000 t/y to 25,000 t/y. The first value corresponds to a typical urban area with a population equal to 20,000 citizens, having assumed a yearly OFMSW production of 150 kg per inhabitant, while the second value is the typical power plant available on the market where the size is defined by financial considerations rather than sustainability principles.

Organic Fraction of Municipal Solid Waste requires high energy expenditures to be converted into biogas but, they could be easily and fruitfully supplied by the CHP system integrated in the production cycle [23]. Recent development of biogas technology for feeding CHP after EU Nitrate Directive acceptance in Germany, Italy and France, supported by dedicated incentive schemes moved the authors to consider it as a viable option for emerging energy community to be self-sufficient. The AD was identified as driver for waste not belonging to re-use and re-cycle so as to provide a further element in the forthcoming Circular Economy concept for small communities. So, in this study, the end-use by means of designed cogeneration size is taken into account in terms of electrical and thermal efficiency values and their correlation with the rated power. So, a fourth parameter is involved in the sensitivity analysis, resulting crucial for the power cycle balance. To do so, the consumption of auxiliaries was direct linked to the yearly mass flow rate of the substrate. The electricity and heating demand to treat the substrate are plotted as profile in Figure 2.
Having accounted for data available in [24–26] related to the electricity demand and in [26–28] related to heating one, two regression curves were built to carry out the subsequent energy analysis. Then, the energy efficiency of all the conversion process was defined as:

$$\eta_{plant} = \frac{E_{net}}{E_{gross}}$$

(3)

where:

- $E_{net}$ is the useful energy output from the cycle on annual base;
- $E_{gross}$ is the gross energy content of the produced biogas volume.

Moreover, in Equations (4) and (5) $E_{aux}$ is the auxiliaries’ electrical and thermal energy demand. While, the specific thermal energy production $\Phi$ and the cycle inefficiency $\zeta$ were defined:

$$\Phi = \frac{E_{net}}{m} \left[\frac{\text{kWh}}{t}\right]$$

(4)

$$\zeta = \frac{E_{aux}}{E_{gross}}$$

(5)

Energy balance is affected by the biogas production plant layout, especially by the choice of the digester technology. In addition, substrate chemical composition represents the key point. The authors estimated from survey in industry stakeholders the values of digester performance within the well-established technologies. Moreover, they considered ten different substrates taking into account for each one, its origin in terms of urban area morphology, and its proven biogas production, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Substrates chosen from the authors along with their biogas production per unit of mass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Collection Mode</th>
<th>$q$ (m$^3$/t)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Mechanically Sorted</td>
<td>119.0</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Mechanically Sorted</td>
<td>123.0</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Mechanically Sorted</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Mechanically Sorted</td>
<td>128.0</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Mechanically Sorted</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>Hand Sorted</td>
<td>239.2</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>Mechanically Sorted</td>
<td>242.6</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>Separated Sorted</td>
<td>396.8</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>Source Sorted</td>
<td>474.8</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>Source Sorted</td>
<td>556.4</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is remarkable that direct collection of waste in the place of its production preserves the highest biogas potential and its accidental emissions [34,35], while the mechanical collection entails longer periods of waste storage and a subsequent reduction of available energy. Curbside residential rubbish pick-up in residential area shows also this time dependence issue. The lowest values are representative of waste collection without a separation procedure so that further effort is required at the treatment plant in the landfill and the substrate is of low quality. Policy instruments are available to promote the most effective collection and their use close to the production sites [36] as well as the LCOE when associated to new renewable solutions [37] or hybridized with conventional cycles [38].

4. Urban Fabric and Biogas Potential

Searching for local solutions can address urban sustainability, especially by avoiding the construction of new infrastructures and transportation as well as the associated environmental and economic costs. Furthermore, solutions suitable for existing urban environments lead to the identification of the proper scale of intervention. Indeed, in the field of waste-to-energy, big size entails strict environmental and logistic assessment for making the plant and its chain fit in the eco-systems and even in an existing city. On the other hand, the small-scale does not appear profitable even if supported by feed-in-tariff since the energy paradigm goes for centralized generation. Therefore, to investigate on the energy effectiveness of small scale solutions and their fit in urban environments, the authors focused on the link between urban context and the production of locally available waste. To do so, the first step is finding adequate data of well-proven technologies and verified biogas yield from different OFMSW substrates, as shown in the previous section. The original work consists in connecting the substrate to its “producer”, highlighting its function and its location within the urban environment. A key parameter chosen by the authors is the density of the urban tissue. As depicted in Figure 3, it corresponds to a specific urban morphology along with precise intended use of the built environment and spatial distribution.
Urban density is a feature connected to the urbanization phenomenon which involved the considered area. The time and the building typology associated to the development of a specific area provide crucial details about its current use and its relation with the energy sector. For instance, it is already well-established in Urban Heat Island mitigation [39,40], and it could be suitable for estimating the potential of its waste production. For instance, in current historic and dense city centres, the gentrification process and ICT evolution have provoked the substitution of function from dwellings to prestigious offices, so to determine a variation on quality and quantity of the produced waste substrate. At the same time, mobility space designed for pedestrians rather than vehicles entails a difficult handling process to collect the waste. In this way, only high density areas make the daily waste collection meaningful since it is expensive in terms of time as well as economics.

An opposite situation is related to the high-rise buildings built after the Second World War to meet the increasing demand for housing. The high concentration of users provides the opportunity to design a few collection points and to go through the new-built mobility connections economically. The other side of the coin consists in the quality of residential waste and its way of collection and separation. Indeed, mono-functional areas such as big office district already cope with the waste issues in order to optimize the process at least in terms of expenses. While, for residential ones, the inhabitant does not take care of waste as an economic issue but as a sanitary problem to solve practically along with the avoidance of smells and used space [41].

Hence, from the analysis of verified substrates and associated biogas yield the authors identified values representative of certain urban areas to understand a holistic feasibility of the small scale waste-to-biogas facilities and its real contribution to local urban sustainability [42].

Four Samples of Urban Substrates

As previously reported from Table 4 in Section 3, ten substrates were selected from the literature to represent typical urban environment values. The code M and the number identify a specific condition along with the intended use of the waste producer and its location in urban fabric along the typology of this latter. Here, four samples are described to familiarize readers with the mentioned values. To be more clear, the minimum and the maximum biogas yield values are considered along with two medium values, which are M1, M10, M5 and M6, respectively.

The code M1 corresponds to a typical waste coming from low-rise dwellings, collected twice per weeks in dedicated boxes and mechanically sorted in the treatment plant after its collection. The energy potential value is low due to the reduced HC content caused by long exposure to air and consequent degradation. Furthermore, the mechanically separation starts from a low degree of purity of the substrates since the collection boxes are not typically protected against the introduction of non-recyclable materials as well as the incorrect sealing with respect to the weather agents.

As regards M10, it comes from the canteens of office districts which collect the waste daily and is obliged to follow strict regulations in handling sanitary dangerous goods such as waste. Moreover, the precise definition of the quality is possible from the scheduled menu as well as the supply chain documents available from the environmental quality management systems. The size of a canteen, profitable after a certain amount of users, allows it to feed daily a small-scale biogas plant by providing controlled and pure food wastes.

In the range between those extreme values, it is possible to find many different values and associated urban tissues. For instance M5 and M6 are quite similar values but they are related to different contexts as well as collection methods. This latter element is strongly affected by the urban fabric. For instance, the size of the streets and the accessibility to the buildings, the shape of the urban model as a grid or a linear structure determine the typology of collection, its time per week and, subsequently, the final biogas yield of the corresponding substrate.

Referring to M5, it is related to dense housing areas such as the ones built during the 1960s and 1970s across Europe. The high concentration of the production provides favourable conditions for the collection but the social conflicts and issues around citizenship information reduce the quality of the
collection. In many case, the waste must be further separated by a machine at the treatment plant. This process leads to further energy and economic costs so as to reduce the chance for small-scale power plant.

Finally, M6 shows a similar value to M5. It comes from a wise hand-sorted collection in new medium-rise urban areas already built under the advertisement of sustainable buildings and dedicated mostly to high-income people. That means new facilities to handle all the waste collection chain such as pumped air transport or automatic bin accessible by ICT supports by citizens ready for future Smart City. Then, healthier lifestyle associated to those people entails high degree of purity of the substrates along with higher methanation potential.

To sum up, the urban environment and its detailed analysis could provide high-level data to estimate correctly the potential of waste-to-energy, especially for those scales currently not competitive on the market. Interesting outcomes derive from the relation between mobility infrastructures and their design with the location of the waste producers in the area. This is the reason why new urban settlements are going to be designed with the road as infrastructure facility for energy, water and waste management.

The concept of peer grid which is the key concept of the decentralized generation could be found in the urban fabric to make the existing built environment suitable for the transition towards future sustainable and smart cities.

5. Results and Discussion

At the end of the analysis of relation between urban environment and quality of waste, it is remarkable that the chemical composition and subsequent biogas potential are variable depending on collection mode of waste and urban area of origin. Anyway, from literature data it results that \( q \) ranges from about 120 to 560 m\(^3\)/t. To account for this wide range of potential, the influence of \( m \) and \( q \) on the energy balance of the biogas production plant was analyzed. The conversion efficiency \( \eta_{plant} \) trends with changes in substrate yearly flow rate are depicted in Figure 4 for each waste typology.

The graph can be divided by two values, i.e., 6000 and 15,000 t/y, in three coloured areas. The first area, highlighted in red, denotes the size where the initial energy expenses are huge. The trend of substrates lines has a high slope and the conversion efficiency values are low. Then, the second area in blue shows a lower slope, especially for the substrates of lowest biogas potential such as \( q \) values up to 242.6 m\(^3\)/t. Finally, in the green area, the changes in flow rates affect little \( \eta_{plant} \).

Different behaviour can be noticed for the energy net production profiles shown in Figure 5. Specific net energy is reported as a function of substrate yearly flow rate for each waste. It is noteworthy that in the same ranges of the previous graph, there are changes in line geometry but, the main outcome is the energy net independence of biogas production plant size from the value equal to 10,000 t/y. As aforementioned, the changes are remarkable for low potential substrates while the influence of \( m \) is negligible on high potential ones, so the link between urban fabric and foreseeable local waste-to-energy would allow to identify the areas suitable for this energy process and to account for it as a further element for improving its sustainability. Scale becomes the crucial challenge to associate the feasible solution to the proper environment.
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**Figure 4.** Conversion efficiency of biogas production plant with changes in yearly flow rate and substrate typology.

The graph can be divided by two values, i.e., 6000 and 15,000 t/y, in three coloured areas. The first area, highlighted in red, denotes the size where the initial energy expenses are huge. The trend of substrates lines has a high slope and the conversion efficiency values are low. Then, the second area in blue shows a lower slope, especially for the substrates of lowest biogas potential such as \(q\) values up to 242.6 m^3/t. Finally, in the green area, the changes in flow rates affect little \(\eta_{plant}\).

Different behaviour can be noticed for the energy net production profiles shown in Figure 5. Specific net energy is reported as a function of substrate yearly flow rate for each waste. It is noteworthy that in the same ranges of the previous graph, there are changes in line geometry but, the main outcome is the energy net independence of biogas production plant size from the value equal to 10,000 t/y. As aforementioned, the changes are remarkable for low potential substrates while the influence of \(m\) is negligible on high potential ones, so the link between urban fabric and foreseeable local waste-to-energy would allow to identify the areas suitable for this energy process and to account for it as a further element for improving its sustainability. Scale becomes the crucial challenge to associate the feasible solution to the proper environment.

Referring to the inefficiency of the different substrate + treatment + energy production layouts, it is useful to show the relationship between them and the system conversion efficiency so as to have a comprehensive view. Four substrates were chosen to represent all the variety shown in Table 4. The lowest and the highest biogas production values, i.e., M1 and M10, were considered together with two intermediate values, i.e., M5 and M6.

The threshold between the curves of system inefficiency and conversion efficiency represents the starting point of energy profitability of the chosen substrate, i.e., the minimum required yearly mass flow rate. The associated CHP plant size can be identified by calculation.

As depicted in Figure 6, the curves \(\eta\) and \(\phi\) of the substrates M1 and M6 have a common point while the other ones do not. It implies that for low-quality substrates the small scale is not a feasible solution in terms of energy analysis. All the curves have an asymptotic trend moving towards the highest yearly mass flow rate. This demonstrates the current interest of market stakeholders to invest in big size power plant. The best quality substrate shows high inefficiency values until \(m\) equal to 10,000 t/y. Other pathway such as further treatment to produce bio-methane as suggested in [43], could involve only high \(m\) values and high productive substrates to maintain an energy convenience. Then, other research shows foreseeable scenarios where renewable hydrogen storage systems interact with renewable electricity excess and biomass gasification plants to build future sustainable networks [44].

**Figure 5.** Net energy production of biogas production plant with changes in yearly flow rate and substrate typology.
Referring to the inefficiency of the different substrate + treatment + energy production layouts, it is useful to show the relationship between them and the system conversion efficiency so as to have a comprehensive view. Four substrates were chosen to represent all the variety shown in Table 4. The lowest and the highest biogas production values, i.e., M1 and M10, were considered together with two intermediate values, i.e., M5 and M6.

The threshold between the curves of system inefficiency and conversion efficiency represents the starting point of energy profitability of the chosen substrate, i.e., the minimum required yearly mass flow rate. The associated CHP plant size can be identified by calculation.

As depicted in Figure 6, the curves $\eta$ and $\zeta$ of the substrates M1 and M6 have a common point while the other ones do not. It implies that for low-quality substrates the small scale is not a feasible solution in terms of energy analysis. All the curves have an asymptotic trend moving towards the highest yearly mass flow rate.

![Figure 6. Efficiency and Inefficiency with changes in yearly flow rate and substrate typology.](image)

This demonstrates the current interest of market stakeholders to invest in big size power plant. The best quality substrate shows high inefficiency values until $m$ equal to 10,000 t/y. Other pathway such as further treatment to produce bio-methane as suggested in [43], could involve only high $m$ values and high productive substrates to maintain an energy convenience. Then, other research shows foreseeable scenarios where renewable hydrogen storage systems interact with renewable electricity excess and biomass gasification plants to build future sustainable networks [44].

6. Conclusions

Energy harvesting from waste is a feasible option to handle the societal challenge to move towards more sustainable energy pathways. The study presented an energy analysis as a function of substrates available on the urban areas, their potential, their yearly mass flow rate and the associated power plant size. The methodology elaborated by the authors allows to manage this issue at small scale, usually forgotten by the market but useful to achieve energy sovereignty of local communities. The link
between urban areas and their potential of building biogas facility and supply can help policy-makers and energy planner for preliminary evaluation of the feasibility of that technology in a certain area.

The urban density, taking into account the features of the analyzed urban area, plays a key role in determining the waste-to-energy opportunity. The study demonstrates the convenience in terms of system efficiency of specific combinations of the aforementioned parameters and it was a first attempt to order biogas data available in literature and to make it ready for use for local energy planners. The results promote the deployment of medium-size biogas power plant close to the urban waste production, pinpointing the nature of those areas where it is energy effective.
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